ANNOUNCEMENT

Graydon Award for Aviocom
Aviocom is proud to announce that it has received the Graydon award to indicate that
it is a financially healthy company.
Roy Klockenbrink, Managing Director of Aviocom, said: ‘The Graydon certificate
confirms that Aviocom is a financially stable company. It underlines the fact that our
business is financially sound and we show our suppliers, customers and prospects
that we are a reliable partner in business who they can trust. According to Graydon,
only three percent of all Dutch companies truly have their financial act under control.
And we are proud to be part of this select group.’
The ratings for obtaining the certificate are based on the most comprehensive and
up-to-date database of companies in the Netherlands with some 2 million going
concerns. Information consists of revenue data, annual figures, creditworthiness,
payment behavior and the general situation the company is in. The Graydon awards
are only granted to organizations that meet a number of strict
criteria. To be awarded, a company has to obtain a positive
credit status with a minimal chance of unreliable payment.
Gertjan Kaart, General Director at Graydon, said: ‘With the
Graydon award, companies can distinguish themselves from
their competitors. It is a clear confirmation of financial health,
as well as basis of reliable cooperation with its partners and
customers.’

About Aviocom
Aviocom BV, based in Lelystad The Netherlands, was founded in 2005 to bring single source procurement solutions to the
aerospace industry. We are specialized in the Distribution & Sales of Specialty Chemical Compounds. Aviocom deals on a daily
basis with both present and future technology needs: all products are subject to extensive quality control and are approved by
major OEM, AMS or MIL specifications. All of our partners are major innovators and together we have acquired a wealth of
knowledge and experience, and most importantly, we are eager to share it with you.
Aviocom BV has established a customer support organization designed to quickly meet your needs and expectations.
Our breadth of products and experience in the aerospace industry allows Aviocom to quickly provide answers to your process
questions. Our claim "Propelled by Innovations" is the backbone of our business and success.
For more information visit us at: www.aviocom.nl

